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Limited quantum memory is one of the most important constraints for near-term quantum devices. Understanding whether a small quantum computer can simulate a larger quantum system,
or execute an algorithm requiring more qubits than available, is both of theoretical and practical
importance. In this Letter, we introduce cluster parameters K and d of a quantum circuit. The
tensor network of such a circuit can be decomposed into clusters of size at most d with at most
K qubits of inter-cluster quantum communication. Our main result is a simulation scheme of any
(K, d)-clustered quantum circuit on a d-qubit machine in time roughly 2O(K) . An important application of our result is the simulation of clustered quantum systems—such as large molecules—that
can be partitioned into multiple significantly smaller clusters with weak interactions among them.
Another potential application is quantum optimization: we demonstrate numerically that variational quantum eigensolvers can still perform well when restricted to clustered circuits, thus making
it feasible to study large quantum systems on small quantum devices.

Introduction.—Near-term quantum computing
applications will focus on Noisy Intermediate-Scale
Quantum (NISQ) devices [1], where quantum memory is limited both in quantity and quality. To meet
the memory need of such applications (e.g., quantum simulation [2–4], quantum optimization [5, 6],
and quantum machine learning [7, 8]), it is desirable
to seek a way to perform computations that require
more qubits than physically available, at the cost of
additional affordable classical processing.
Trading classical computation for quantum computation is a well-motivated topic of long-standing
interest. An extreme example of this is the (fully)
classical simulation with no quantum computation
at all, which is however limited to small dimensions, weak entanglement, or circuits with special
gate sets [9–13]. Recently, the possibility of trading classical computation for “virtual qubits” has
been discussed in [14]. A systematic understanding
of such trade-offs will be crucial for realizing nearterm quantum applications.
In this Letter, we present a general framework
for simulating large quantum circuits on a quantum computer with a small amount of quantum
memory. The performance of our simulation depends on the cluster parameters of the given circuits. In particular, we are inspired by the classical fragmentation methods and Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics (QM/MM) methods for
simulating molecules [15–18] that can be partitioned
into multiple weakly interacting clusters of signifi-

cantly smaller size (e.g., an oligosaccharide consisting of several monosaccharides). Following the spirit
of [14] and [15–18], a natural definition of cluster parameters of a quantum circuit should capture the decomposability of the circuit into clusters of bounded
size and limited inter-cluster interactions.
Our definition of the cluster parameters is guided
by the above intuition, but with an important distinction. Instead of looking into the decomposability
of any given circuit, we are concerned about the decomposability of the corresponding tensor network,
which is inspired by the tensor-network-based classical simulation of quantum circuits [9, 19–21]. One
significant advantage of our definition, as we will see
below, is to use more flexible decompositions of tensor networks than are possible with simple partitioning of qubits (e.g., as in [14]).
Given our definition of clustered circuits, our main
technical contribution is a scheme to simulate the
entire quantum circuit by simulating each cluster
on a small quantum machine with classical postprocessing. To that end, we design a method to simulate inter-cluster quantum interactions by classical
means. Comparing to “virtual qubits” in [14], our
technique can be deemed as trading classical computation for “virtual quantum communication”. Our
simulation scheme applies to general quantum circuits, which distinguishes it from application-specific
techniques for saving qubits [22–25].
We apply our scheme to Hamiltonian simulation [26–29], particularly for clustered quantum
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systems, and Variational Quantum Eigensolvers
(VQE), a popular candidate for showing quantum
advantages on near-term quantum devices [30–32].
In both applications, we show that the particular
quantum circuits have favorable cluster parameters
that are amenable to our techniques. One can also
interpret our technique as a hybrid variational ansatz
in which a quantum computer is used for some parts
of the circuit and a classical computer is used for
other parts, which might be of independent interest.
Computational model.— We use the same computational model as in [14]; see Fig. 1 (Phase 1).
An m-gate quantum circuit C with 1- and 2-qubit
gates is applied to |0i⊗n and all output qubits are
measured in the computational basis. A classical
n
post-processing function f : {0, 1} → [−1, 1] is then
applied to the measurement outcomes. We assume
that f can be efficiently computed classically. We
call the overall procedure a quantum-classical algorithm (QC algorithm) and denote it by (C, f ). Its
expected output Ey f (y) is averaged over all mean
surement outcomes y ∈ {0, 1} . The goal of our
simulation is to approximate Ey f (y) within precision  with high probability, say at least 2/3.
Clustered circuits.—Any QC algorithm (C, f ) can
be represented by a tensor network (G, A) consisting of a directed graph G(E, V ) and a collection
of tensors A = {A(v) : v ∈ V }. The vertices V
of G represent individual gates (denoted by ), input qubits (denoted by C), and observables (denoted
by B) as shown in Fig. 1 (Phase 2), whereas the flow
of qubits is encoded by the directed edges E of G.
Note that each gate vertex  has the same in- and
out-degree (i.e., the same number of incoming and
outgoing edges) whereas C vertices only have outgoing edges and B vertices only have incoming edges.
For each v ∈ V , A(v) is a tensor that encodes the
matrix entries of the corresponding gate, state, or
observable, and the value T (G, A) of the tensor network (G, A) coincides with the output expectation
of the corresponding (C, f ) algorithm, i.e.,

be the number of qubits sufficient for simulating each
cluster.
While finding the minimal d can be non-trivial
(especially if qubits can be recycled after measurement), a good estimate of d is maxi d(Si ) where d(Si )
is the out-degree of cluster Si . This is a valid upper bound on the minimal d since d(Si ) is the number of C vertices in Si plus the number of incoming
edges to Si , which upper bounds the total number
of qubits required to simulate Si .
For example, in Fig. 1 (Phase 2), two parts of a
partition {S1 , S2 } are indicated by blue and orange,
respectively. Since only one qubit is sent from S1 to
S2 , K = 1. We have d(S1 ) = 3 due to two outgoing
edges from S1 to Of and one from S1 to S2 . Similarly, d(S2 ) = 2 and thus we can take d = 3. This
circuit is hence (1, 3)-clustered.
Our framework generally allows for more flexibility in decomposing quantum circuits compared
to [14]. Consider the 2n-qubit example in Fig. 2.
Assuming each block Bi is dense, i.e., contains twoqubit gates between all pairs of qubits, any partition
of the initial 2n qubits induces at least Ω(n) gates
across the parties and thus requires Ω(n) qubits of
communication to implement the circuit. However,
this is a (2, n + 1)-clustered circuit with only two
qubits of communication between the blue and orange clusters in Fig. 2.
Simulation scheme.—To fulfill the above intuition, for any (K, d)-clustered circuit, we need to
show how (i) each cluster can be simulated on a
d-qubit quantum machine and (ii) how to simulate
the interaction among clusters. We design an edgecutting procedure to decompose tensor networks as
shown in Fig. 1 (Phase 3). In particular, we replace
each edge, modeled as a perfect channel for communicating a qubit, by a collection of tensor networks that reproduce the inter-cluster communication by operations within each cluster. This, however, comes at a cost of having to average over several runs. (In the spirit of [14], this technique can be
thought of as “virtual quantum communication.”)

T (G, A) = Ey f (y).

Lemma 1. Let (G(E, V ), A) be a tensor network of
a QC algorithm. For any edge e ∈ E,

(1)

See the Supplementary Material for more details.
A QC algorithm (C, f ) is (K, d)-clustered if its
tensor network (G, A) has the following structure.
Setting the final observable Of aside, we partition
the remaining vertices of G into clusters S1 , . . . , Sr
and let g be the (r + 1)-vertex multi-graph obtained
by contracting each cluster to a single vertex. Let
K be the number of edges in g minus the in-degree
of Of (intuitively, K is the total number of qubits
communicated between different clusters) and let d

T (G, A) =

8
X

ci T (G0 , Ai ),

(2)

i=1

where G0 differs from G by removing e and adding
one C and one B vertex, each ci ∈ {− 21 , 12 }, and
each (G0 , Ai ) corresponds to a valid quantum circuit.
(All proofs in this Letter are deferred to the Supplementary Material.) By repeating this process and
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FIG. 1. Four phases of our simulation: (1) the original quantum circuit; (2) the corresponding tensor network; (3) a
collection of tensor networks obtained by cutting an edge; (4) a collection of smaller quantum circuits.
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FIG. 2. A (2, n + 1)-clustered circuit with three dense
blocks. While any partition of its qubits induces Ω(n)
gates between different parts, merging blocks B1 and B3
into a single cluster results in only two qubits communicated between the two clusters.

deleting more edges, the tensor network can eventually be partitioned into individual clusters. Each
cluster will only have outgoing edges to Of and can
hence be simulated by a d-qubit quantum computer
plus classical processing of the measurement outcomes (Phase 4 in Fig. 1). We combine individual
simulation results by a simple sampling procedure
according to Eq. (2).
Our overall simulation scheme consists of several iterations of the following steps: (i) producing a classical description of a quantum circuit with
O(m) gates and d qubits (potentially recycled during the circuit), (ii) running this circuit on |0i⊗d ,
and (iii) classically post-processing the measurement
outputs. The final step has to produce with probability at least 2/3 an -approximation of T (G, A).
The complexity of our scheme scales with the cluster parameters (K, d) as well as the total number of
qubits n and gates m in the original circuit C, and
the desired additive simulation accuracy . The to-

tal classical and quantum running time of our simulator is O(Q poly(n + m)/2 ), for some exponentially scaling parameter Q. For simplicity, we ignore
the polynomial part of the run-time and call this a
(Q, d)-simulator.
A fully classical simulator is thus a (2O(n) , 0)simulator, while a scalable quantum computer is a
(1, n)-simulator with an exponentially improved total run-time. Our result can be deemed as a smooth
trade-off between these two extreme cases.
Theorem 1. Any QC algorithm (C, f ) with a
(K, d)-clustered circuit C has a (2O(K) , d)-simulator.
The total classical and quantum running time of this
simulator is O(24K (n + m)/2 ), where n and m are
the total number of qubits and gates in C, and  is
the desired accuracy.
The efficiency of our simulation can be further improved for special classes of post-processing funcn
tions f : {0, 1} → [−1, 1]. For example,
conQr
sider decomposable f satisfying f (y) = j=1 fj (yj ),
where y = y1 . . . yr is a partition of the original n-bit
string y into substrings yj that correspond to outputs of different clusters [33], and fj (yj ) ∈ [−1, 1].
Typical examples of such decomposable functions
arise from Pauli observables in VQE [34] or estimating probabilities of specific output strings [35]. For
such functions, we can replace Of by smaller tensors
Ofj and include them in the corresponding clusters
Sj . As a result, the induced graph g no longer contains Of . Nevertheless, we can still apply Lemma 1
to decompose each cluster and simulate it on a dqubit quantum machine. However, inspired by [9], a
more efficient scheme for combining individual simulations is now possible. Its complexity depends on
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cc(g)—the contraction complexity of g—that is the
minimum (over all possible contraction orders) of
the maximum node degree during the procedure of
contracting the graph to a single vertex.
Theorem 2. Any QC algorithm (C, f ) with a
(K, d)-clustered circuit C, a decomposable function
f , and induced graph g has a (2O(cc(g)) , d)-simulator.
Note that cc(g) ≤ K, where K is the number
of edges in g. Compared to 2O(K) in Theorem 1,
the factor 2O(cc(g)) in Theorem 2 is a significant
improvement for some families of graphs. For example, among constant-degree graphs√with n nodes,
cc(g) = O(1) for trees and cc(g) = O( n) for planar
graphs [36], while K can be as large as O(n).
Application to Hamiltonian simulation.—One of
the most promising potential applications of our result is the simulation of clustered quantum systems.
Specifically, we consider quantum systems with geometric layouts where each qubit only interacts with
O(1) adjacent qubits. The corresponding interaction
graph G (i.e., qubits as vertices and interactions as
edges) has constant degree. Assume further that
qubits in G can be grouped into n parties and let g
be the induced graph obtained by contracting each
party of G to a single vertex. The Hamiltonian of
such a system can be written as a sum of local terms
X (1) X (2)
(i)
H=
Hj +
Hj , ∀i, j : kHj k ≤ 1, (3)
j

j

where each term acts on at most two qubits and the
superscripts (1) and (2) indicate that these qubits
belong to a single party or two different parties, respectively. The interaction strength between all parP
(2)
ties can be characterized by h = j kHj k. We are
interested in quantum systems with weak interaction strength (e.g., Fig. 3). Assume that the system
is initialized in a product state ρ = ρ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρn ,
where ρi is an efficiently preparable state of the i-th
party. We hope to approximate the following correlation function:


Tr (O1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ On )e−iHt (ρ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρn )eiHt , (4)
where t is the evolution time and Oi is an efficiently
measurable observable of the i-th part with eigenvalues in [−1, 1].
Theorem 3. The correlation function of the Hamiltonian H in Eq. (3) can be approximated to accuracy

2
 by a 2O((ht) cc(g)/) , d -simulator, where cc(g) is
the contraction complexity of its induced graph g,
h is the interaction strength, t the evolution time,
and d the number of qubits in the largest party.
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FIG. 3. Interaction graph G of a local Hamiltonian
with
√
√
four parties, each a square grid of size n × n. Each
pair of adjacent parties has a weak interaction, indicated
by the red lines. Since the contraction complexity cc(g)
of the induced graph g and the interaction strength h
are both O(1), for short periods of time (e.g., t = O(1)),
this 4n-qubit system can be efficiently simulated on an
n-qubit quantum computer.

At a high level, the above result is obtained by applying Theorem 2 to Hamiltonian simulation circuits
of e−iHt based on the Trotter-Suzuki approximation,
but with the following important improvements. To
obtain a better estimate of the cluster parameters
(K, d), we need to apply Lemma 1 to trim the tensor
network beyond simulating inter-cluster communication, and to conduct a careful analysis of d to allow
recycling of qubits. Inspired by [37], we also need
to improve the naive error analysis and to obtain an
error bound in terms of the interaction strength h.
The exponential dependence on t seems necessary
as suggested by hardness results of classical simulation of quantum circuits (e.g., [38]). It was also
previously known that a classical algorithm can estimate local observables in time exponential in the
size of the light-cone [39, 40], i.e., the number of
input qubits that could influence a particular output qubit, resulting in a similar run-time bound.
(For Hamiltonian evolution we still have an effective
light-cone due to Lieb-Robinson bounds, e.g., [37].)
Our approach is, however, strictly stronger in the
sense that we could estimate correlations across the
entire system, something that cannot be achieved by
the light-cone argument.
Application to VQE.—Variational Quantum
Eigensolver (VQE) is a variational method for finding the lowest eigenvalue of an n-qubit Hamiltonian
H by applying some parameterized circuit U (θ) to
|0i⊗n and minimizing the expectation with H:
min h0|⊗n U † (θ)HU (θ)|0i⊗n .
θ

(5)

This method has many applications, such as in quantum chemistry [30, 32] and combinatorial optimization [5]. Because of its robustness and short-depth
circuits, VQE has the potential to be implemented
on near-term quantum computers [4, 6, 34, 41].
We consider the following heuristic implementa-
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tion of U (θ) suggested in [34]:
Relative Error

U (θ) = UD (θD )UENT · · · U1 (θ1 )UENT U0 (θ0 ), (6)
Nn
j j
j j
where Ui (θi ) =
j=1 Ui (θi ) and each Ui (θi ) is a
parameterized single-qubit gate applied on the j-th
qubit, UENT is a fixed sequence of two-qubit gates
meant for producing entanglement, and D is the
number of rounds. We propose the following way
of combining this method with our result: (i) choose
a partition P = {S1 , . . . , Sr } of n qubits such that
|Si | ≤ d for each i; (ii) remove some entangling gates
from UENT that go across different parts of P and
0
denote the modified sequence by UENT
; (iii) replace
some occurrences of UENT in the original circuit U (θ)
0
by UENT
. Denote by g the graph induced when regarding each set Si as a node and each gate that
acts across two sets as an edge. Then the modified VQE circuit has a (2O(cc(g)) , d)-simulator. This
leads to a trade-off in time versus performance: re0
decreases cc(g) and hence
placing UENT by UENT
reduces the simulation time; however, this also decreases the expressive power of the circuit and thus
degrades the quality of the solution. This may be
justified in physically meaningful cases, e.g., when
the true ground state obeys an area law [42].
We report our numerical observations in Fig. 4
with additional details in the Supplementary Material. Our results show that, for the problem at hand,
0
does not greatly influreplacing some UENT by UENT
ence the performance of the VQE. This suggests that
our scheme is worth pursuing when implementing
VQE with limited quantum memory. Because of its
heuristic nature, theoretical analysis of our scheme
is difficult and awaits future exploration.
Summary.—In this Letter, we provide a systematic approach for simulating clustered quantum circuits with limited use of quantum memory. Our
framework has applications to Hamiltonian simulation and variational quantum eigensolvers. We leave
open the problem of determining the best (K, d) or
(cc(g), d) for a given quantum circuit (this may be
related to the graph partitioning, graph clustering,
and treewidth problems.) Another direction is to
find more examples of clustered quantum systems
where our framework can be applied.
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[50] Although we reuse the symbol g, here it has a
slightly different meaning than in Theorem 3 where
this Lemma is evoked. Here the graph g is induced
from a circuit C while in Theorem 3 it is induced by
interactions of a Hamiltonian H. The former is obtained from the latter via a Trotter approximation,
see Eq. (97).
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APPENDIX

puted as follows:


A(ρ)α = Tr ρ · M (α)† ,


†
†
α A(U )β = Tr U M (α)U · M (β) ,


β A(O) = Tr M (β) · O ,

Appendix I: Table of Notation

Notation
Definition
C
the quantum circuit
f
the classical post-processing function
the n-bit string obtained
y
when measuring all qubits
the graph associated with
G
the circuit (or the Hamiltonian)
the set of tensors associated
A
with the graph G
the number of edges
K
between different clusters of G
the number of qubits
d
sufficient for simulating each cluster
the graph obtained by contracting
g
each cluster of G to a single vertex
cc(g)
the contraction complexity of g

Appendix II: Tensor networks

Any quantum circuit C can be represented by a
directed graph G = (V, E) with three types of vertices: input states (denoted by C), quantum gates
(denoted by ), and observables (denoted by B),
with directed edges indicating the flow of qubits between them. We can further associate to each vertex
v ∈ V a tensor A(v) that encodes the matrix entries
of the object represented by this vertex, and denote
by A = {A(v) : v ∈ V } the collection of all these
tensors. This results in a tensor network (G, A) that
completely captures the algorithm described by the
original quantum circuit C [9, 10, 12, 13]. In particular, any QC algorithm (C, f ) can also be represented by such a tensor network when we combine
the final computational basis measurement and the
classical post-processing function f into a diagonal
observable Of (see Fig. 1, Phase 2).
Our index convention for k-qubit tensors is borrowed from [9]. Consider α = (α1 , . . . , αk ) where
each αj = (αj1 , αj2 ) is a pair of binary indices, i.e.,
2
αj ∈ Π = {0, 1} [43]. Let M (αj ) = |αj1 ihαj2 | be
the elementary matrix corresponding to αj and let
Nk
M (α) = j=1 M (αj ) = |α11 , . . . , αk1 ihα12 , . . . , αk2 | be
its k-qubit generalization. For a state ρ, gate U , and
observable O, the entries of their tensors are com-

(7)
(8)
(9)

where the location of subscripts indicates whether
qubits are incoming or outgoing. For example,

 X
Tr U ρU † O =
A(ρ)α · α A(U )β · β A(O). (10)
α,β

This corresponds to the following tensor network:
ρ

α

β

U

O

where arrows indicate the flow of information.
For a general tensor network (G, A), its value is
X Y
T (G, A) =
A(v)α(v) ,
(11)
α∈ΠE v∈V

where α = (αe : e ∈ E) and each αe = (αe1 , αe2 ) ∈ Π
ranges over all possible index assignments [44] for
edge e, and α(v) denotes the restriction of α to edges
incident to v. In particular, A(v)α(v) is the entry of
A(v) when all edges incident to v are labeled according to α [45]. Note that
T (G, A) = Ey f (y),

(12)

so a quantum circuit can be simulated by approximating the value of its tensor network [9].
Appendix III: Proof of Lemma 1

Lemma 1. Let (G(E, V ), A) be a tensor network of
a QC algorithm and let uv be any edge in G. There
is a set of eight coefficients ci ∈ {− 21 , 12 }, observables
Oi , and states ρi , such that the following modification of the edge uv
u

v

=⇒

8
X

u
ci

Oi

ρi

v

i=1

does not affect the value of the overall tensor network. Moreover, each term above yields some tensor
network (G0 , Ai ) that again corresponds to a valid
quantum circuit, and their values are related as follows:
T (G, A) =

8
X
i=1

ci T (G0 , Ai ).

(13)

8
Proof. Let A be any 2 × 2 matrix and let



I = 10 01 , X = 01 10 , Y = 0i −i
0 , Z =

1 0
0 −1



be the Pauli matrices.√ Since the normalized Pauli
matrices {I, X, Y, Z}/ 2 form an orthonormal matrix basis,
Tr(AI)I + Tr(AX)X + Tr(AY )Y + Tr(AZ)Z
A=
.
2
Let us expand each Pauli matrix in its eigenbasis.
If we denote the Pauli marices by Oi , their eigenprojectors by ρi and the corresponding eigenvalues by
2ci so that O1 = O2 = 2(c1 ρ1 + c2 ρ2 ), etc., then
O1 = I,

ρ1 = |0ih0|,

c1 = +1/2,

(14)

O2 = I,

ρ2 = |1ih1|,

c2 = +1/2,

(15)

O3 = X,

ρ3 = |+ih+|,

c3 = +1/2,

(16)

O4 = X,

ρ4 = |−ih−|,

c4 = −1/2,

(17)

O5 = Y,

ρ5 = |+iih+i|,

c5 = +1/2,

(18)

O6 = Y,

ρ6 = |−iih−i|,

c6 = −1/2,

(19)

O7 = Z,

ρ7 = |0ih0|,

c7 = +1/2,

(20)

O8 = Z,

ρ8 = |1ih1|,

c8 = −1/2,

its both ends with additional tensors in several different ways. This gives us a collection of eight new
tensor networks (G0 , Ai ) that each correspond again
to a quantum circuit: the i-th circuit measures the
qubit produced at vertex u with observable Oi and
supplies the qubit required at vertex v in state ρi .
To guarantee that the modified tensor network has
the same value as the original, we have to verify that

α
I

β

=

8
X

α
ci

Oi

ρi

β

i=1

where on the left-hand side we use conjugation by
the identity matrix I as a way of implementing the
trivial channel Φ. Following the notation of Eqs. (7)
to (9), this is equivalent to verifying
8
X

ci · α A(Oi ) · A(ρi )β .

(25)

According to Eq. (9), the left-hand side is


†
= δα,β .
α A(I)β = Tr M (α)M (β)

(26)

α A(I)β =

(21)

i=1
√
√
and |±ii = |0i±i|1i
.
where |±i = |0i±|1i
2
2
For each case, define a corresponding map

Φi (A) = Tr(AOi )ρi

(22)
From Eqs. (7) and (9), the right-hand side is

that can be implemented by first measuring the
Pauli observable Oi and then preparing the corresponding eigenstate ρi . It follows immediately that

8
X





ci · Tr M (α)Oi · Tr ρi M (β)† .

(27)

i=1

A=

8
X

ci Φi (A).

(23)

i=1

If Φ denotes the trivial single-qubit channel that
acts as Φ(A) = A, for any 2 × 2 matrix A, then
Eq. (23) is equivalent to
Φ=

8
X

ci Φi .

(24)

i=1

The same decomposition works even when Φ acts on
a subsystem of a larger system.
To prove Lemma 1, note that adding the trivial
map Φ on any edge of G does not affect the value
of the tensor network (G, A). Thus our strategy for
8
constructing the decomposition {(G0 , Ai )}i=1 is to
explicitly include the trivial map Φ on the edge uv,
and then decompose Φ according to Eq. (24). Intuitively, we are cutting the edge uv and mending

We can also write this as

 
Tr M (α) ⊗ M (β)† · S

(28)

P8
where S = i=1 ci (Oi ⊗ ρi ). Note from Eq. (14) to
Eq. (21) that
1
(I
2

1
0
=
0
0

S=

⊗ I + X ⊗ X + Y ⊗ Y + Z ⊗ Z)

0 0 0
0 1 0

1 0 0
0 0 1

(29)

(30)

is the two-qubit SWAP operator, so

 


Tr M (α) ⊗ M (β)† · S = Tr M (α)M (β)† (31)
= δα,β
which proves Eq. (25).

(32)
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Hoeffding’s inequality

Our proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 rely on the convergence speed of averaged i.i.d. random variables.
They use the following inequality from [46], which
we state here for the sake of reference.
Hoeffding’s inequality. Suppose X1 , . . . , XN are
i.i.d. real random variables such that |Xi | ≤ a and
let X̄ = (X1 + · · · + XN )/N . Then




2
N δ2
Pr X̄ − E[X̄] < δ ≥ 1 − 2 exp − 2 > ,
2a
3
where the last inequality holds if N ≥ 4a2 /δ 2 .

Appendix IV: Proof of Theorem 1

Theorem 1. Any QC algorithm (C, f ) with a
(K, d)-clustered circuit C consisting of r clusters
can be simulated with precision  by running a dqubit quantum device O 24K r/2 times. The total
classical and quantum
 run-time of this simulation is
O 24K (n + m)/2 where n and m are the number
of qubits and gates in C, respectively.
Proof. From the discussion leading up to Eq. (12) we
know that simulating a quantum circuit is equivalent
to approximating T (G, A), the value of its tensor
network given in Eq. (11). Let Ecut denote the set
of edges that connect different clusters of G. Since
G is (K, d)-clustered, |Ecut | = K. Let us decompose
each edge e ∈ Ecut according to Lemma 1 and denote
the modified graph by G0 . If we collect all indices
appearing in this decomposition into a single string
s = (se : e ∈ Ecut ), where se ∈ [8] = {1, . . . , 8}
represents the index i of edge e ∈ Ecut , then
X
T (G, A) =
cs T (G0 , As ),
(33)
s∈[8]Ecut

cs =

Y

cese ,

(34)

e∈Ecut

where ce1 , . . . , ce8 ∈ {− 12 , 12 } are the coefficients ci
from Lemma 1. Regarding s as a random variable
sampled uniformly from [8]Ecut ,


T (G, A) = Es 8K cs T (G0 , As ) .
(35)
To estimate the value of T (G0 , As ), for a given
s ∈ [8]Ecut , recall from Lemma 1 that each (G0 , As )
is also a quantum circuit. Moreover, since G is
(K, d)-clustered, each (G0 , As ) consists of r pieces
(not counting the final observable Of ), each of which

can be executed on a d-qubit quantum computer.
Our simulator runs these pieces sequentially. To obtain the correct result, we need to initialize and measure all qubits of each piece in the right basis. Our
strategy is as follows. We initialize an input qubit
of a given piece to |0i if it corresponds to an input qubit also in the original circuit. Similarly, we
measure an output qubit in the standard basis if it
is originally fed into the final observable Of . The
remaining input and output qubits are supposed to
be communicated between different clusters. In the
simulation, however, we respectively initialize them
to Pauli eigenstates and measure using Pauli observables determined by s. Specifically, if e ∈ Ecut is an
edge between two clusters, its endpoints correspond
to a pair of input / output qubits that are initialized / measured according to the value of se ∈ [8]
(see the proof of Lemma 1).
After executing all pieces as described above, we
obtain a collection of Pauli measurement outcomes
σsee ∈ {−1, 1}, one for each e ∈ Ecut , and a collection
of strings y1 , . . . , yr of total length n [47]. We can
now compute the following quantity by evaluating
the classical post-processing function f :
Y
ts = f (y1 , . . . , yr )
σsee .
(36)
e∈Ecut

Note that, for each s ∈ [8]Ecut , ts ∈ [−1, 1] is a
random variable with expectation T (G0 , As ). Hence,
using Eq. (35) we can express the value of T (G, A)
as an expectation over a combined random variable
(s, ts ), where s is drawn uniformly from [8]Ecut and ts
is obtained by running the corresponding quantum
circuit as described above:
T (G, A) = E(s,ts ) [8K cs ts ].

(37)

Our simulation approximates T (G, A) by producing N samples {(s1 , ts1 ), . . . , (sN , tsN )} of the random variable (s, ts ) and computing their average
PN K
1
i=1 8 csi tsi . The magnitude of each term is
N
bounded by
|8K csi tsi | ≤ 8K

1
= 22K = a,
2K

(38)

Q
where we used |cs | = e∈Ecut |cese | = 1/2K . By Hoeffding’s inequality (see above), we can achieve accuracy  with success probability at least 23 if the
number of experiments N satisfies
N = 4a2 /2 = O(24K /2 ).

(39)

Since each sample of ts requires running r indepen-
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dent quantum circuits, where r is the number of clusters, the total number of circuits run on the d-qubit
quantum device is
N · r = O(24K r/2 ).

(40)

S1
T (G, A) =

X

cs

s∈[8]Ecut

S2
To bound the total running time, let us denote the
number of qubits and gates in the i-th cluster by ni
and mi , respectively. The total processing time for
simulating
Pr the i-th cluster once is O(ni + mi ). Note
that i=1 ni + mi = O(n + m), where n is the total
number of qubits and m is the total number of gates
of C. Hence the total complexity is
O(24K (n + m)/2 ),

(41)

as claimed.

Appendix V: Proof of Theorem 2

Theorem 2. An n-qubit and m-gate QC algorithm (C, f ) with a decomposable function f and
a (K, d)-clustered circuit C can be simulated with
precision  by running a d-qubit quantum device
0
O 2O(d (g)) (r3 log r)/2 times. Here g denotes the
induced (multi-)graph obtained from G by removing
the vertex Of and contracting each cluster to a single vertex while keeping the edges between different
clusters, d0 (g) is the maximum degree of a vertex in
g, and r is the number of vertices in g or clusters in
G (note that r ≤ n + m). The total running time of
this simulation is TQ + TC where

0
TQ = O 2O(d (g)) (r2 log r)(n + m)/2 ,
O(cc(g))

TC = 2

poly(r)

(42)
(43)

are the total quantum and classical running times,
and cc(g) is the contraction complexity of g.
Qr
Proof. Since f is decomposable, f (y) = j=1 fj (yj ),
so we can replace the final observable Of by r independent smaller observables Of1 , . . . , Ofr . Moreover, since each Ofj is connected to a different cluster, we can absorb it into the corresponding cluster.
Let us denote this slightly modified tensor network
by (G, A) and note that it is also (K, d)-clustered
just like the original one. If we cut each edge in
Ecut using Lemma 1 (just like we did in the proof
of Theorem 1), the resulting decomposition is again
given by Eqs. (33) and (34). However, this time the
graph G0 of the modified network fully breaks up
into individual clusters [48]:

S3
T (G0 , As )

If we denote these clusters by S1 , . . . , Sr , we can further decompose each term as a product over them:
T (G0 , As ) =

r
Y


T G0j , Ajs(Sj ) ,

(44)

j=1

where G0j is the j-th cluster (or the j-th component)
of G0 and s(Sj ) denotes the restriction of s to the
edges incident to cluster Sj (just like in Eq. (11)).
Sr
In particular, note that j=1 Ajs(Sj ) = As and that

each G0j , Ajs(Sj ) is a piece of the larger network
(G0 , As ) as well as a tensor network on its own.
Operationally, the value T G0j , Ajs(Sj ) in Eq. (44)
is the expectation of the circuit of the j-th component of (G0 , As ) whose all input qubits are initialized to specific eigenvectors of Paulis (determined
by s) and all output qubits are measured by specific
Pauli observables (also determined by s) or the observables Ofj whose eigenvalues lay in [−1, 1]. As a
consequence,

T G0j , Ajs(Sj ) ≤ 1.
(45)
We define a new (multi)-graph g obtained by contracting each Sj of graph G to a single node. The
vertices and edges of the graph g can be identified
with {S1 , . . . , Sr } and Ecut , respectively. For simplicity, let us abbreviate the vertex Sj as j. Then,
we define a new tensor network (g, a ) associated with
the graph g. For each vertex j of g, we assign a tensor a(j) ∈ a whose indices range over [8] = {1, . . . , 8}
and whose entries are given by

a(j)s(j) = cs(j) T G0j , Ajs(j) ,
(46)
where s(j) is the restriction of s ∈ [8]Ecut to Sj and
cs(j) is the product of cese (see Eq. (34)), with e ranging over all edges in Ecut connecting Sj and any Sj 0
with j 0 > j. Note that the indices of edges in (g, a )
range over [8] = {1, . . . , 8}, while the indices of edges
2
in (G, A) range over Π = {0, 1} .
Intuitively, a(j)s(j) is obtained by contracting the
j-th cluster of As and absorbing the coefficients cese
into the cluster with the smaller index (each edge
e ∈ Ecut connects two different clusters and we al-

11
ways absorb into the one with the smallest index).
Following Eq. (11), the value of (g, a ) is
T (g, a ) =

=

X

r
Y

s∈[8]Ecut

j=1

X

cs

=

r
Y

(47)

δ=
T (G0j , Ajs(j) )

(48)

j=1

s∈[8]Ecut

X

a(j)s(j)

0

per bounded by D = r8d , where r is the number of
tensors and d0 is the maximum degree of the graph
g. To estimate a single entry of a given tensor, let
us use the following parameters:

0

cs T (G , As )

(49)

s∈[8]Ecut

= T (G, A),

(50)

where we used equations (46), (44), and (33), and
the fact that each cese occurs exactly once (from
the cluster with the smallest index out of the two
connected by the edge e). Because of this identity,
we can instead focus on computing the value of the
smaller tensor network (g, a ).
Our method of computing T (g, a ) starts by estimating all entries a(j)s(j) of tensors in a =
{a(1), . . . , a(r)}, which can be done by running a
d-qubit quantum computer multiple times to estimate T (G0j , Ajs(j) ). This yields an approximation ã
of a . Then we contract (g, ã ) using a classical algorithm. To obtain T (g, a ) with precision , we need to
compute the entries of each a(j) to precision roughly
2−O(K) where K is the number of edges of g. We can
improve this trivial estimate by using the fact that
these tensors come from quantum circuits.
Recall from Eq. (45) that T (G0j , Ajs(j) ) ≤ 1, for
any j ∈ {1, . . . , r} and s ∈ [8]Ecut . Hence,
|a(j)s(j) | ≤ 1

(51)

from the definition in Eq. (46). More generally, consider a new tensor a(L) obtained by contracting any
subset L ⊆ {1, . . . , r} = V (g) of vertices of g and
their associated tensors {a(v) : v ∈ L} to a single
vertex. Just like we argued above Eq. (45), the subset L is also associated with the expectation of some
quantum circuit with bounded observables. Therefore, Eq. (51) extends to any subset of vertices:
|a(L)s(L) | ≤ 1.

(52)

Using this, we can complete the proof by applying Lemma 2 (below)—it bounds by how much a
tensor network’s value can deviate when each tensor is perturbed entry-wise by some small amount.
Indeed, this is precisely what we need to bound
|T (g, ã ) − T (g, a )| where ã is our estimate of a .
Let us flesh out this strategy in more detail. Note
that the total number of entries in all tensors is up-


,
(e − 1)D

N=

2 ln(6D)
,
δ2

(53)

where δ is the desired accuracy of our estimate, N
is the number of times we run the corresponding
quantum circuit, and  > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily
(it determines the accuracy of our estimate of the
tensor network’s value).
By Hoeffding’s inequality (see above), the probability that the estimate is not within δ of the actual
value is at most


N δ2
.
(54)
p = 2 exp −
2
By union bound, the probability that at least one
out of D estimates if off by more than δ is at most


N δ2
pD = 2D exp −
(55)
2

= 2D exp − ln(6D)
(56)
1
(57)
= 2D ·
6D
1
(58)
= .
3
In other words, all estimates are correct with probability at least 2/3, yielding a tensor network (g, ã )
that is entry-wise δ-close to the original network
(g, a ). By Lemma 2 (see below), the values of these
tensor networks differ by
|T (g, ã ) − T (g, a )| ≤ (e − 1)Dδ = ,

(59)

where  can be chosen arbitrarily in (0, 1].
To analyze the total cost, note that our simulator
executes at most DN quantum circuits, where D is
an upper bound on the total number of entries of
all tensors in the network and N is the number of
circuits run to estimate each entry. Expressing this
in terms of the relevant parameters,
DN = D · 2 ln(6D)/δ 2
2

3

(60)
2

= 2(e − 1) D ln(6D)/

0
= O (r3 log r)83d d0 /2

0
= O (r3 log r)2O(d ) /2 ,

(61)
(62)
(63)

where r = |V (g)| and d0 is the maximum degree of
a vertex in g.
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To compute the total quantum running time, note
that O(n + m) quantum operations are needed for
running all r clusters once (by a similar argument as
in Theorem 1). Hence, we can replace a factor of r
by O(n + m) and the total quantum running time is
bounded by
DN
O(n + m)
r

0
= O (r2 log r)(n + m)2O(d ) /2 .

TQ =

(64)
(65)

After all entries are estimated, we can classically
compute the value of the tensor network (g, ã ) in
classical time TC = poly(r)2O(cc(g)) by finding a
near-optimal tree decomposition of the line graph
of g [9]. Noting that d0 (g) ≤ cc(g), i.e., the maximum degree is at most the contraction complexity
for any graph g, leads to the simplified formula in
the main part of the paper.

the entries of a(v) as opposed to ∆(v):
|T (g, ã ) − T (g, a )|
(69)


X X Y
Y

a(v)s(v) ·
∆(v)s(v)  .
=
L(V s∈[8]E

v∈L

v∈V \L

Let E(L) = {(u, v) ∈ E : u, v ∈ L}. Recall that the
value of a(v)s(v) depends only on the edges incident
to v. Since v ∈ V \ L in the second product, the
value of ∆(v)s(v) is not influenced by the edges in
E(L). We can thus decompose the string s into two
parts, s1 and s2 , where s2 is indexed by the edges in
E(L) and s1 is indexed by the remaining edges:
X

|T (g, ã ) − T (g, a )| =

X

!
X

Y

Y

·

a(v)s(v)

s2 ∈[8]E(L) v∈L

Lemma 2. Let (g, a ) be a tensor network with g =
(V, E) and |V | = r. Assume that, for any subset
L ⊆ V , all entries of the tensor a(L) obtained by
contracting L to a single vertex have norm at most
one. Let ã be another tensor network that is entry0
wise close to a , i.e., for all v ∈ V and s(v) ∈ [8]d (v) ,
|a(v)s(v) − ã(v)s(v) | ≤ δ,

(66)

(70)

L(V s1 ∈[8]E\E(L)

∆(v)s1 (v) .

v∈V \L

The bracketed expression is equal to a(L)s(L) which
are the entries of the tensor obtained by contracting
L to a single vertex. Since |a(L)s(L) | ≤ 1 for all s,
by triangle inequality we get that
|T (g, ã ) − T (g, a )|
≤

X

X

Y

∆(v)s1 (v)

(71)

L(V s1 ∈[8]E\E(L) v∈V \L

≤

X

X

δ |V −L| .

(72)

L(V s1 ∈[8]E\E(L)
0

for some 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1/(r8d ), where d0 (v) denotes the
degree of a vertex v and d0 = maxv d0 (v) denotes the
maximum degree of g. Then
0

|T (g, a ) − T (g, ã )| ≤ (e − 1)r8d δ.

(67)

Since |E − E(L)| ≤ d0 · |V − L|, where d0 is the
maximum degree,
X 0
|T (g, ã ) − T (g, a )| ≤
8d |V −L| δ |V −L|
(73)
L(V

Proof. We denote the entry-wise perturbation by
∆(v)s(v) = ã(v)s(v) − a(v)s(v) , so |∆(v)s(v) | ≤ δ.
Then, following Eq. (11),

=

=
|T (g, ã ) − T (g, a )|

X

0

8d δ

L(V
r 
X
t=1


r  d0 t
8 δ
t
0

=

X Y

a(v)s(v) + ∆(v)s(v)



(68)

s∈[8]E v∈V

−

X Y

a(v)s(v) .

s∈[8]E v∈V

We expand the first sum, cancel its first term, and
parametrize the remaining terms by subsets L ( V
that correspond to those v ∈ V for which we take

|V −L|

= (1 + 8d δ)r − 1.

(74)

(75)
(76)
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Note that if x ≤ 1/r then
(1 + x)r − 1 =
≤

r  
X
r
t=1
r
X
t=1

t

xt

(rx)t
t!

(77)
(78)

r
X
1
≤ (rx)
t!
t=1

(79)

≤ (e − 1)rx.

(80)

0

Since δ ≤ 1/(r8d ),
0

|T (g, ã ) − T (g, a )| ≤ (1 + 8d δ)r − 1
d0

≤ (e − 1)r8 δ,

P
(2)
where hB = j kHj k is the total inter-party interaction strength, t ≥ 0 is the desired evolution time,
cc(g) is the contraction complexity of the interaction
graph g between the parties,  is the desired accuracy,
and d is the number of qubits of the largest party.

(81)
(82)

which completes the proof.

Appendix VI: Proof of Theorem 3

Proof. The overall structure of the proof is as follows. We first implement the evolution of H in the
circuit model using a nested Trotter approximation
based on Lemmas 6 and 7 (below). Then we use
Lemma 8 to decompose the circuit and remove the
interactions among parties so that each party can be
simulated separately on a small quantum device.
Let us write the Hamiltonian as H = A + B where
(1)
(2)
A and B consist of all Hj and Hj terms, respectively. Using a nested Trotter approximation, we
can decouple H into these two groups and then into
(i)
individual terms Hj .
First, let us decouple A and B. Letting m1 =
d4d0 hB t2 /e + d2h2B t2 /e, Lemma 6 implies that
e−iHt − (e−iBt/m1 e−iAt/m1 )m1 ≤ 2.

Consider an N -qubit system with qubits grouped
into n parties. Let
X (1) X (2)
(i)
H=
Hj +
Hj , ∀i, j : kHj k ≤ 1, (83)
j

(86)

Next, we approximate e−iAt/m1 and e−iBt/m1 by
breaking them up into individual terms.
For
e−iBt/m1 , we directly use Lemma 7:

j

be a Hamiltonian on this system, where each term
(i)
Hj acts on at most two qubits and i is the number of affected parties (the i = 1 terms act within a
single party while the i = 2 terms act between two
different parties). Denote by g the n-vertex graph
whose vertices represent the parties and whose edges
(2)
correspond to interaction terms Hj among different parties.
Starting with a product state ρ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρn across
all parties and letting the system evolve for time t
with the Hamiltonian H, our goal is to approximate
the expectation


Tr (O1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ On )e−iHt (ρ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρn )eiHt (84)
of local observables Oi on each party.
Theorem 3. Let H be the Hamiltonian in Eq. (83)
where each qubit is affected by at most a constant
number of terms d0 . Assume that the states ρi and
observables Oi in Eq. (84) can be implemented efficiently, and that the eigenvalues of each Oi lie within
[−1, 1]. Then the correlation function in Eq. (84)
can be approximated by an
(2

O ((hB t)2 cc(g)/)

, d)-simulator,

(85)

e−iBt/m1 −

Y

(2)

e−iHj

t/m1

≤ 2/m1 .

(87)

j

For e−iAt/m1 , we first set
m2 = O h2A (t/m1 )2 /(/m1 )
=
where hA =
Eq. (122):

(88)

O(h2A t2 /(m1 ))

(1)
j kHj k

P

e−iAt/m1 −



Y

(89)

and then use Lemma 7 and

(1)

e−iHj

t/m1 m2

m 2

≤ 2/m1 .

j

Combining everything together, the overall Trotter approximation of e−iHt is given by
Y
Y
m2 m1
(2)
(1)
−iHj t/m1
−iHj t/m1 m2
2
1
Ũ =
e
e
j2

j1

(90)
and its incurred error is
ke−iHt − Ũ k
≤ 1 − (1 + 2/m1 )(1 + 2/m1 )
= O().

m1

+ 2

(91)
(92)
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To construct a QC algorithm (C, f ) for approximating the correlation function in Eq. (84), we need
to prepare the states ρi , approximate the unitary
evolution by H, and measure the observables Oi .
We implement these three steps as follows.
Recall that N is the total number of qubits of all
n parties. Starting from |0i⊗N , we first prepare the
initial state ρ = ρ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρn by a sequence of singleand two-qubit gates (to account for mixed ρi , a random sequence of gates can be used.) By assumption,
this can be done efficiently, and we ignore poly(N )
factors in the simulator complexity.
Next, we can approximately implement e−iHt by
applying the Trotter unitary Ũ from Eq. (90). Since
(1)

(2)

each factor e−iHj t/m1 and e−iHj t/(m1 m2 ) can be
implemented by a single- or two-qubit gate, Ũ consists of O(Jm1 m2 ) = O(Jh2A t2 /) = poly(N )t2 /
(i)
gates, where J is the total number of terms Hj in
the system (assume J = poly(N )).
Finally, for each observable Oi with spectral deP (i)
composition Oi =
k αk |φk ihφk |, we can find
(again, by assumption) an efficiently implementable
unitary Vi such that
X (i)
Vi Oi Vi† =
αk |kihk|
k
(i)

where |ki is the standard basis. Let fi (k) = αk .
To implement O = O1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ On , we can first implement the basis change Vi for each party, measure
each party in the standard basis to obtain
outcomes
Qn
y1 , . . . , yn , and then output f (y) = i=1 fi (yi ).
This procedure amounts to a QC algorithm (C, f )
whose output expectation is


Ey f (y) = Tr (O1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ On )Ũ (ρ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρn )Ũ † ,
where Ũ is a Trotter approximation of e−iHt . To
bound the error from replacing e−iHt with Ũ , observe that
Tr[ρeiHt Oe−iHt ] − Tr[ρŨ † OŨ ]
≤ keiHt Oe−iHt − Ũ † OŨ k

(93)

≤ k(e−iHt − Ũ )† Oe−iHt k

(94)

cording to the parties in the Hamiltonian simulation, each party has at most d qubits. We denote
by g 0 the n-vertex graph whose vertices represent
the parties and whose edges correspond to the twoqubit gates between different parties in the circuit
C. Denote by dg0 (i, j) the number of edges between
(2)
vertices i and j in g 0 . Since each Hj contributes
O(m1 ) = O(h2B t2 /) gates to the Trotter approximation Ũ ,
dg0 (i, j) = O(h2B t2 /) · dg (i, j),

(97)

where g is the interaction graph of the Hamiltonian
H and dg (i, j) is the number of edges between vertices i and j in g. Hence, the contraction complexities of g 0 and g are related as follows:
cc(g 0 ) = O(h2B t2 cc(g)/).

(98)

By Lemma 8, we conclude that a
2

(2O((hB t)

cc(g)/)

, d)-simulator

(99)

exists for the Hamiltonian H.
Lemma 3 (Lemma 4 in [37]). Let At and Bt be continuous time-dependent Hermitian operators, and let
UtA and UtB with U0A = U0B = I be the corresponding
time evolution unitaries. Then the following hold:
†

(a) Wt = UtB UtA is the unique solution of

B†
B
t
i dW
dt = Ut (At − Bt )Ut Wt and W0 = I.
(b) If kAs − Bs k ≤ δ for all s ∈ [0, t], then
kUtA − UtB k ≤ tδ.
Lemma 4. For Hermitian matrices A and B,
e−i(A+B)t − e−iBt e−iAt ≤

∞ k+1
X
t
k=1

k!

kadkB (A)k

where adB is the adjoint map adB (A) = [B, A] and
adkB is the k-th power of adB :
adkB (A) = [B, [. . . [B, [B , A]] . . .]].
{z
}
|

(100)

k

+ kŨ † O(e−iHt − Ũ )k
≤ ke−iHt − Ũ k + ke−iHt − Ũ k

(95)

≤ O(),

(96)

where the second-to-last inequality uses the assumption that kOk ≤ 1.
The final step is to evoke Lemma 8 (below). Partitioning the qubits in the QC algorithm (C, f ) ac-

Proof. Note that e−i(A+B)t is generated by the
Hamiltonian A + B and e−iBt e−iAt is generated by
the Hamiltonian e−iBt (A + B)eiBt by part (a) of
Lemma 3. According to Lemma 5.3 in [49],
eX Y e−X =

∞
X
1 k
ad (Y ).
k! X

k=0

(101)
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(2)

Using this identity we get, for any s ∈ [0, t],

do not commute with Hj

e−iBs (A + B)eiBs − (A + B)
=

=

∞
X
k=0
∞
X

adkB (A + B)

≤

k

(−is)
− (A + B)
k!

(102)

(−is)k
k!

≤ 4hB d0 .

(115)

kadkB (A)k

(104)

Lemma 6. Assume the same setting as in Lemma 5.
Then, for any positive  ≤ d0 t,

t
kadkB (A)k.
k!

(105)

k!

k=1
∞ k
X

e−i(A+B)t − e−iBt e−iAt ≤ t

∞ k
X
t
k=1

k!

e−i(A+B)t/m − (e−iBt/m e−iAt/m )
∞
X
tk+1
≤
· (2k+1 d0 hkB )
mk+1 k!

(1)

P

kadkB (A)k ≤ 2k+1 d0 hkB .

(106)

Proof. Since k[X, Y ]k ≤ 2kXkkY k for any matrices
X and Y ,
kadkB (A)k ≤ 2kBkkadk−1
B (A)k
≤ (2kBk)

k−1

k−1

(107)

k[A, B]k

(108)

k[A, B]k.

(109)

To bound k[A, B]k, note that
X
(2)
k[A, B]k ≤
k[A, Hj ]k
XX
j

≤

X

=

X

j

(1)

(110)
(2)

k[Hi , Hj ]k

≤
≤

1
m

m

k=1
∞
X

k
(2d0 t)k−1 k!

k=1
∞ 
X
k=1

 k−1
2d0 t

2
,
m

(1)

(1)

i:[Hi

X
(1)

(2)

For a fixed j, assume Hj

(122)

2
, (123)
m

which is the desired bound.

(2)

i:[Hi

(120)

where the last inequality follows from the triangle
inequality and kU k = kV k = 1. Using this,

(2)

,Hj ]6=0

(2)

(119)

where the last inequality follows from  ≤ d0 t and
1+ 12 + 14 +. . . = 2. Note that U m −V m = U m−1 (U −
V ) + U m−2 (U − V )V + · · · + (U − V )V m−1 so, for
any unitary operations U and V ,

2kHi kkHj k (112)

kHj k

(118)

(121)

e−i(A+B)t − (e−iBt/m e−iAt/m )m ≤ m ·
X

(1)
(2)
[Hi , Hj ]

=

1 X 2k+1 d0 hkB tk+1
k
m
(4d0 hB t2 /) k!

(111)

i

j

∞

≤

kU m − V m k ≤ mkU − V k,

j

(117)

k=1

(2)

P

Lemma 5. Let H = A + B = j Hj + j Hj
where each Hj is a one- or two-qubit Hamiltonian
with kHj k ≤ 1. If each qubit is involved in at most
P
(2)
d0 terms and hB = j kHj k denotes the total interaction strength, then

≤

(116)

Proof. First, by combining Lemmas 4 and 5,
kadkB (A)k,

which is the desired result.

≤ (2hB )

e−i(A+B)t − (e−iBt/m e−iAt/m )m ≤ 2
whenever m ≥ d4d0 hB t2 /e.

By part (b) of Lemma 3,

Then

(114)

j

Combining everything together we get kadkB (A)k ≤
(2hB )k−1 · 4hB d0 = 2k+1 d0 hkB .

∞
X
sk

k=1

X (2)
kHj k 4d0

(103)

adkB (A)

k=1

≤

k[A, B]k ≤

is bounded by 2d0 . Hence

2.

(113)

(2)

,Hj ]6=0

acts on qubits a and b.
(1)

can be non-zero only when Hi
(1)

also acts on a or b. The number of such Hi

that

P
P
Lemma 7. Let H = j Hj and h = j kHj k. For
any positive  ≤ ht,
Y
e−iHj t/m ≤ 2/m
(124)
e−iHt/m −
j

whenever m ≥ d2h2 t2 /e.
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Proof. Let L denote the number of terms in H. By
direction expansion,
Y
e−iHt/m −
e−iHj t/m
j

=

∞
X

k

(H1 + · · · + HL ) (t/m) /k!

k=0
∞
X

X

−

k=0 x1 +···+xL =k

=

∞
X

X

−

k=2 x1 +···+xL =k

≤

k

X

+

k=2 x1 +···+xL =k

≤

∞
X

k

(ht/m) /k! +

k=2

(126)

H1x1 · · · HLxL (t/m)k
x1 ! · · · xL !

kH1 + · · · + HL k (t/m)k /k!

k=2
∞
X

(125)

H1x1 · · · HLxL (t/m)k
x1 ! · · · xL !

(H1 + · · · + HL )k (t/m)k /k!

k=2
∞
X

∞
X

k

(127)

kH1x1 · · · HLxL k(t/m)k
x1 ! · · · xL !
∞
X

(ht/m)k /k!

(128)

k=2
∞

≤

1 X (ht)k 1
2
.
m
mk−1 k!

(129)

k=2

2 2

If m ≥ d2h t /e,
e−iHt/m −

Y

e−iHj t/m

j
∞
1 X (ht)k+1
≤ 2
m
(2h2 t2 /)k k!

=
=
≤

1
2
m

m

k=1
∞
X

k=1
∞ 
X

k=1

2
,
m

k
2k hk−1 tk−1 k!
 k−1 1
2ht
k!

(130)
(131)
(132)
(133)

Qr
composable, i.e., f (y) =
i=1 fi (yi ) where yi is
the outcome of the standard basis measurement on
qubits Qi , and fi (yi ) ∈ [−1, 1] then (C, f ) has a
0
(2O(cc(g )) , d)-simulator.
Proof. Let (G, A) be the tensor network of (C, f ).
Our strategy is to construct a clustering of G whose
induced graph g is very similar to the graph g 0 given
in the Lemma. The two simulators are then obtained
by applying Theorems 1 and 2, respectively.
We obtain the desired clustering of G from the
graph g 0 . Since each cluster corresponds to either a
vertex or an edge in g 0 , we get two types of clusters.
Let us describe them in more detail.
For each vertex i of g 0 , we introduce a cluster Si
that contains tensors that act only on qubits Qi .
That is, Si consists of all vertices of G that correspond to either an initial qubit state or a single- or
a two-qubit gate in the set Qi .
Similarly, we introduce a separate cluster also for
each edge of g 0 (recall that the edges of g 0 correspond
to two-qubit gates between different parts of Q). We
denote these clusters by Tj .
Since the number of edges of g 0 is K, the overall
clustering of G is given by
P = {S1 , . . . , Sr } ∪ {T1 , . . . , TK },

where (as usual) the final observable Of has been
left out of the clustering. This partition induces a
graph g [50] that is very similar to g 0 . In particular,
the number of edges in g (or the number of qubits
communicated between clusters of P) is O(K).
Let us verify that the number of qubits needed
for simulating each cluster of P is also d. Following the strategy of Theorem 1, we can repeatedly
apply Lemma 1 to cut the tensor network into separate clusters. Since all interactions between qubits
in different parts of Q are mediated by two-qubit
gates Uj represented by the clusters Tj , splitting the
tensor network into clusters P effectively amounts to
cutting these two-qubit gates Uj out of the circuit.
For each Uj , we apply Lemma 1 four times:
1
Ok
ρ1k
1

as desired.
Lemma 8. Let (C, f ) be a QC algorithm and Q =
{Q1 , . . . , Qr } be a partition of its qubits. Let g 0 be the
r-vertex (multi-)graph obtained by representing each
subset Qi as a vertex i and each two-qubit gate in C
acting across sets Qi and Qj as an edge (i, j). Let
K be the number of edges in g 0 and let d = maxi |Qi |
be the size of the largest set of qubits. Then (C, f )
has a (2O(K) , d)-simulator. If in addition f is de-

(134)

1

Uj

=

8
X

ak

3
Ok

ρ3k

4
Ok

ρ4k

3

3

Uj

k1 ,...,k4 =1
2
Ok

2

ρ2k

2

4

4

where ak = ck1 ck2 ck3 ck4 ∈ {− 214 , 214 } is the product of the four coefficients from Lemma 1 and
Ok11 , . . . , Ok44 and ρ1k1 , . . . , ρ4k4 are the four associated
observables and states, respectively. Note that we
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can simulate each Uj classically since only two qubits
are involved. This takes care of all clusters Tj .
The remaining clusters Si are associated to subsets of qubits Qi . Let us argue that |Qi | qubits are
enough for simulating Si if qubit recycling is permitted. Indeed, for each input qubit of Si that results
from cutting out some two-qubit gate Uj (e.g., ρ3k3
or ρ4k4 in the above figure), there always exists an
output qubit of Si (e.g., the qubit measured by Ok11
or Ok22 in the above figure) that can be recycled to be
the new input qubit after the measurement. Hence,
no additional qubits – other than the original |Qi |
ones – are needed for simulating the cluster Si .
To summarize, the original parameters K and d of
the graph g 0 defined in the statement of the Lemma
translate into O(K) and d for the graph g induced
by the partition P of G. Hence, the circuit C is
(O(K), d)-clustered and thus by Theorem 1 has a
(2O(K) , d)-simulator.
If f is decomposable, we can get a (2O(cc(g)) , d)simulator by using Theorem 2. We can find a good
contraction order for g based on g 0 . Indeed, we can
first absorb each cluster Tj that represents some twoqubit gate Uj into one of its adjacent clusters Si or
Si0 – this effectively introduces a double edge between Si and Si0 . Repeating this for each Tj reduces
the graph g to g 0 . Hence cc(g) = O(cc(g 0 )), yielding
0
a (2O(cc(g )) , d)-simulator for (C, f ).

Appendix VII: Numerical VQE experiments

We consider the VQE algorithms using the following parameterized circuit with n qubits and D
layers:
U (θ) = UD (θD )UENT · · · U1 (θ1 )UENT U0 (θ0 ), (135)
Nn
j j
j j
where Ui (θi ) =
j=1 Ui (θi ) and each Ui (θi ) is a
parameterized single-qubit gate applied on the j-th
qubit:
j
j
j
Uij (θij ) = Zj (θi,1
)Xj (θi,2
)Zj (θi,3
),

(136)

where Zj (β) = exp(−iβZ) and Xj (β) = exp(−iβX)
are single-qubit X and Z rotations applied to the jth qubit. Since U0 (θ0 ) is applied directly to the input
|0in , the first Z rotation gates can be removed:
U0 (θ0 ) =

n
O

following way:
1. choose a partition P = {S1 , . . . , Sr } of n qubits
such that |Si | ≤ d for each i;
2. remove some entangling gates from UENT that
go across different parts of P and denote the
0
modified sequence by UENT
;
3. replace some occurrences of UENT in the origi0
nal circuit U (θ) by UENT
and denote the modified circuit by U 0 (θ).
Given the circuit U 0 (θ) with fixed parameters θ,
we estimate h0|⊗n U 0† (θ)HU 0 (θ)|0i⊗n by performing
Pauli measurements and summing according to the
Pauli decomposition of H:
H=

L
X

αi

O
n

i=1


σi,j ,

(138)

j=1

where σi,j ∈ {X, Y, Z, I} is a Pauli matrix. Since
the measurement is Pauli observable, we can use a
QC circuit (C, f ) to compute the expectation value,
where f is decomposable. Denote g by regarding
each set Si as a node and each gate that acts cross
two sets as an edge. By Lemma 8, the modified
circuit has a (2O(cc(g)) , d)-simulator where cc(g) is
the contraction complexity of the graph g.
Our numerical observations suggest that for a
small scale quantum circuit, replacing some UENT
0
does not influence the performance signifiby UENT
cantly. Specifically, we let UENT be a fixed sequence
of two-qubits gates for producing entanglement:
UENT =

n−1
Y

n
Y

CNOT(i, j),

(139)

i=1 j=i+1

where CNOT(i, j) is the CNOT gate with the i-th
qubit as control and the j-th qubit as target.
We partition our n qubits into two sets: S1 =
{1, . . . , n2 } and S2 = { n2 + 1, . . . , n} and construct
0
UENT
form UENT by removing CNOT gates that
cross the two sets:


n−1
n
Y
Y
0
UENT
=
CNOT(i, j)
(140)
i=n/2+1 j=i+1



n/2−1 n/2

·

Y

Y


CNOT(i, j) .

(141)

i=1 j=i+1
j
j
Zj (θ0,1
)Xj (θ0,2
),

(137)

j=1

so in total θ has (3D + 2)n parameters.
To apply our result to this circuit, we propose the

0
Replacing UENT by UENT
decreases the number of
gates across the two sets.
Let R ⊆ {1, . . . , D} denote the set of locations
0
where we replace UENT by UENT
and let D1 denote
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the number of remaining UENT gates. In our numerical experiments, n = 6 and we compare three
different regimes:
• D = 9, D1 = 9, R = {};
• D = 9, D1 = 3, R = {1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9};
• D = 3, D1 = 3, R = {}.
For each run of the experiment, we generate a
Hamiltonian
H=

L
X
i=1

αi

O
n


σi,j ,

(142)

j=1

where αi is drawn uniformly at random from [−1, 1]
and σi,j is a random Pauli matrix drawn uniformly
from the set {I, X, Y, Z}, with all random variables

drawn independently. We set the number of terms
to be L = 50. After generating the Hamiltonian
H, we execute 105 steps of the simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation (SPSA) method to
determine the parameters θ. At step t, we record
the relative error of the current expectation value
and the optimal eigenvalue:
h0|⊗n U (θ(t))† HU (θ(t))|0i⊗n − vopt
,
vopt

(143)

where θ(t) are the current parameter values and
vopt = min|φi hφ|H|φi is the smallest eigenvalue of
H obtained by explicitly diagonalizing the Hamiltonian. We run each experiment 100 times and average the relative error over these runs. The code
can be found at https://github.com/TianyiPeng/
Partiton_VQE.

